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I. Answer all the twelue questions. Each question carries a weightage of %. Ttris section contains

multiple choice, filI in the blanks and one word answer type questions :-

1 The number of significant figures in 6'626 x 10-3a JS is :

(a)3;G)a;(c)2;(d)1'

2 The molarity of a solution containing 1.06 g. of NarCO3 Per 100 mL of a solution is 

-3 Chromatography was discovered by

4 Zeolites are examples of 

- 

exchangers'

5 What is the radiation source for AAS ?

6 In tur.bidimetry the intensitv of - 

- 

radiation is measured.

7 Among the following the maximum temperature is obtained for :

8 In Ilkovic equation the product 7n%3 su6 is called

g which of the following will give an exothermic peak in DT.d :

(a) Propane-Or.

(c) Hr-oz.

(a) Dehydration.

(c) Decomposition.

(b) Butane-Or.
(d) Acetylene-O2.

(b) Reduction.

(d) Oxidation.

10 Physical processes like vapourisation, sublimation etc' are 

- 

(exo/endothermic)'

11 A BOD value of < 5 PPm indieates :

(a) clean water. ft) Moderately polluted water.

(c) Turbid water. (il) Highly polluted water.

L2 CO reduces the oxygen carrying capacity sf +'
(L2xY+=Sweightage)

III. Answer all the nine questions. Each carries a weightage of 1 :

13 What do you mean by signifrcant figures ?

14 Calculate the median for the following data :

Lg.4,19.5, l'9.6, 19.8, 20'1 and 20'3 ppm of Fe'
.!

I\rrn over :

'..
i



]+
2 c177s ''5

15 What is a primary standard ? Give an example for a primary standard' i 'f -
16 Give a brief description of the principle of crystallisation taking an example i. ; ,,

L7 Write two factors that are influential in determining whether a substance will fluoresce * ',!' ;
not. t !

18 Write the principle behind electrogravimetry' !'l f
19 Write any trvo applications of amperometry'

20 Explainthe thermogram of CaC2On HrO'

2L Name five primary pollutants that contribute to about 90 4o of global air-pbllution.
(9x 1=gweightage)

nI. Answer any fiue questions. Each carries a weightage of 2 i

22 Illustrate additive error.

23 ExPlain student t-test

24 Explain the nrettrod of least squares for obtaining accurate analytical data.

25 Explain the principle of steam distillation' 
;

i

26 Writ€ the prineiple and applications of Nephelometry' ' 
:

27 Why does the glass transition for a polymer yield no exothermic or endothermic peak ?
i.

28 Describe the principle of analysis of fat'

W. Answer arry twoquestions. Each carries a weightage of 4 :

29 What are determinate and indeterminate errors ? Discuss the methods used for minimising

determinate errors.

30 Describe the principle, technique and applications of IIPLC.

31 Describe the principle of estimation of Blood sugar' 
( 2 x 4 =g weightage)


